FAX SERVER
Distribute via fax directly from all systems with the company. BlueSeries Fax is fast - it can be integrated without
changes to your existing systems – it works direct on the internal modem on your iSeries. BlueSeries can also operate
with an external modem.
BlueSeries Fax saves time
Send a fax directly from the individual workstations, without having to make a cover page - and no more waiting by the
fax machine. With BlueSeries Fax you can send electronic documents by pushing one button. Send account statements
and order conﬁrmations as fax - and save postage, paper and envelopes.
User-friendly
Any user can take immediate advantage of the system, sending a fax is as easy as printing a list, and the fax can be send
to one or several receivers in one process.
Complete overview of all faxes and Spooled Files
One log provides complete overview of all incoming and outgoing faxes. It is easy to see when a fax was sent or received
and who the sender and receiver were. Further the log will show whether the receiving fax machine is engaged or if the
fax is stopped because of an error or waits a speciﬁc sending time.
Receive your personal faxes directly on your screen, on the nearest printer.
Both incoming and outgoing faxes can be displayed graphically in a PDF viewer or via the provided PC Client to Windows.
The fax can also be printed on the nearest laser printer. BlueSeries Fax automatically distributes incoming faxes to
printers throughout the company. Inbound fax can also be distributed as email. (This feature will require that BlueSeries
Mail is installed.)
The PC-Client integrates Windows
The provided PC client makes it possible to send faxes from all programs under Windows using a shared address book.
The language on the PC client can be set up individually per user. The PC client can also be used as a Spooled ﬁle
organizer. It is also possible to build “collections” where you can organize all types of print.
BlueSeries Fax can easily be integrated in all ERP-solutions
The "Spooled File Expert” is an interpreter tool that can translate spool ﬁles from all ERP-solutions and
send them as fax, email, print or to other program. If the spool ﬁle contains fax meant for several
receivers, it will automatically be split up and sent separately. If information regarding fax number is
missing, this will be derived from the ERP-systems database e.g. via customer number. A speciﬁc cover
page, fax overlay, sending priority and timed sending is an example of the various information that is
controlled individually per receiver.
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Individual fax cover pages
Create a catalogue with individual cover pages, to reflect the organization needs. When sending a fax, the cover page is
automatically created with graphic elements, fixed text and specific information relating to the fax in question.
It is easy to add graphics, logo and signatures
BlueSeries Fax can handle graphics such as logos and signatures with variable or a fixed placement. BlueSeries Fax
combined with various forms solutions make it possible to fax documents designed within these solutions.
FontWizard enables TrueType Fonts on the IBM iSeries or AS/400
An additional tool ‐ FontWizard ‐ running under Windows enables you to copy True type fonts directly
from the PC environment to BlueSeries Fax ‐ ready to use on fax cover pages or in connectionwith forms.
The perfect replacement for IBM Facsimile Support
BlueSeries Fax fully supports the print formats AFP, AFPDS and IPDS. This option gives you a hassle free
conversion from IBM Facsimile Support to BlueSeries Fax.
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The build-in Long Distance Low Cost-feature gives you even more advantages
BlueSeries Fax can send faxes through fax modems placed in the existing TCP/IP‐ net work, which means that a
department abroad can send faxes at local rate ‐ Long Distance Low Cost (LDLC). A connection is established with a
TCP/IP line connected to the existing network. With this set‐up any locally placed faxmodem e.g. in a sales office
located in another country can be used to send faxes at local rate. This is regardless of the location of the iSeries.
If you send a fair amount of faxes abroad, this feature can save you a lot of money. Different series of fax numbers is
attached to a "Modem Pool” this way the system can differentiate between e.g. German and English receivers and
send the fax via the correct modem in the right country. A Fallback feature ensures that important faxes can be sent via
an alternative line if the local network is down.

Exploit the lower off-peak phone costs
Prioritize sending faxes and exploit the lower nighttime phone rates and spread the use of BlueSeries Fax over the full 24
hours of the day. Important faxes can jump the queue while less important ones are put in the back. With every call
BlueSeries Fax controls whether there are more faxes waiting to be sent to the same recipient – all faxes will be bundled
in one transmission. This saves both time and money.
High Speed
It only takes a few seconds to start sending a fax. BlueSeries Fax can, with one fax line, handle in average 60 new calls
per hour. You can expand the capacity by adding more fax lines. The high speed is due to BlueSeries being optimized and
running its own subsystem in the background, this way the use of system resources can be minimized.

